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Introduction
In the fall of 1986 Dr. Samuel N. Goward and Dr. Donald E. Petzold submitted a
competitive grant application to the NASA AVIRIS Investigators Program. The
intent of this study was to conduct a simple comparison between ground reflectance
spectra collected in Schefferville, Canada and imaging spectrometer observations
acquired by the AVIRIS sensor in a flight of the NASA ER-2 Aircraft over the
Schefferville, Quebec region. The high spectral constrasts present in the Canadian
Subarctic appeared to provide an effective test of the operational readiness of the
AVIRIS sensor. We had found in previous studies carried out in this location that
various land cover materials possess a wide variety of visible/near infrared
reflectance properties. Thus this landscape would serve as an excellent test of the
the sensing capabilities of the newly developed NASA AVIRIS sensor. An
underlying hypothesis in this study is that the unique visible/near infrared spectral
reflectance patterns of Subarctic lichens could be detected from high altitudes by this
advanced imaging spectrometer developed by NASA. Secondarily we proposed to
investigate the relation between lichen occurrence and as a predecessor to the use of
lichens as an indicator of the boreal forest-tundra ecotone dynamics.
The original grant only requested funds for the summer of 1987, to support field
studies in Schefferville, Quebec. This grant was accepted for funding and research
activities were initiated in June of 1987. During the summer of 1987 a field team of
three researchers travelled to Schefferville and remained in residence for
approximately a month. Considerable ground spectra and related microclimatic
measurements were collected during this time. Unfortunately, technical and
operation problems with the AVIRIS sensor and the ER-2 NASA aircraft prevented
collection of AVIRIS data over the selected study site. In an effort to accomplish the
research objectives additional funds were sought for 1987-88 to continue the study,
which were granted in the fall of 1987. Again, in the summer of 1988, a team of two
researchers travelled to Schefferville and spent approximately one month carrying
out field studies. Again, technical difficulties prevented the operation of AVIRIS
over the Schefferville region. In 1988 we requested a no-cost time extension to
December 1989 and we delayed final reporting throughout the summer of 1990, with
the hope that AVIRIS operations would be rectified prior to that time. This has not
occurred. It has therefore not been possible to test the basic hypothesis of this study.
There were however several steps accomplished in the ground studies that have
established the basis for such a data comparison, if the AVIRIS observations are ever
collected. These results are discussed in the following sections
Research Activities
The field studies in Schefferville focussed on two primary objectives: collection of
ground spectra to compare with the AVIRIS observations and analysis of
lichen/microclimate relations to ascertain the indicator role of lichen species in the
SubArctic environment.
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Spectroscopy
The spectral reflectance measurements were carried out the a Spectron Engineering
SE-590 Visible/Near Infrared spectrometer. This sensor collects contiguous spectra
at a nominal 3 nanometer resolution (15 nanometer precision) in 240 spectral band
passes extending from 0.38 p.m to 1.1 p.m. The operational procedures included
calibration against a barium sulfate panel. Measurements were collected from a
tripodapproximately 1 meter above the land surface. The instrument optics were
always oriented at 90 ° from the principle plane of the sun and at 45 ° from Nadir.
This configuration closely approximates near nadir measurements as long as the
sun is above 60 ° solar zenith angle. In the second year, we also experimented with
the ultraviolet Spectron sensor but produced inconclusive results. We had hope to
employ the Shortwave Infrared sensor (1.1 p.m - 2.5 p.m) but it was not available for
use during this time period.
A summary report of the field spectroscopy was published in Remote Sensing of
Environment in 1988 (Petzold and Goward, .1988). We were able to document the
high spectral contrast present in this subarctic environment. In particular, lichen
species display a VIS/NIR reflectance spectra which is relatively unique to these
unusual life forms. The unique spectral pattern may be of great value in future
global-scale studies of the Northern Hemisphere Boreal Forest-Tundra Ecotone.
Microclimate
If lichen species might provide a useful indicator of growth conditions in the
subarctic, the manner in which they vary with microclimate must be better
understood. A series of transects were observed in the Schefferville area to
characterize the the variations in plant species mix as a function of altitude and
aspect in the Schefferville region. Meter quadrants were periodically sampled across
the transects. In particular, the proportionate contributions of lichens, mosses and
vascular plants under these variable conditions was of fundamental interest.
It was found in general that proportion lichen presence increased with increasing
altitude and/or exposure (to wind). This observation confirms that lichen presence
is indicative of more "tundra-like" environments. However, observations of
north-facing versus south-facing slopes found that lichens are in greater abundance
on south-facing slopes whereas mosses increase in north-facing conditions. This
suggests that lichen presence is also indicative of more moisture-limited
environments under these SubArctic conditions. Thus the role of of lichens as an
indicator of the Boreal Forest-Tundra Ecotone is convolved with local to regional
soil moisture conditions. This material served as the basis for a Master's Thesis for
Ms. Theresa Mulhern and has been published in Arctic in 1987 and the Proceedings
of the Eastern Snow Conference, June 1988.
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Conclusion
The combination of the microclimate analysis with the field spectroscopy data
provided an excellent basis to examine the AVIRIS observations and assess the
potential of using the unique lichen spectra to characterize the local and regional
variations in environments which define the Boreal Forest-Tundra Ecotone.
Unfortunately the AVIRIS observations were never forthcoming during this study
and it was therefore not possible to assess the ultimate objective of this study. We
hope that some time in the future acquisition of the requisite imaging spectrometer
observations will be possible over the Subarctic vegetation systems present in the
Schefferville, Quebec region.
Late in the study period, we did acquire the JPL imaging spectrometer processing
software and have implemented it on a HP Unix workstation. We have been
prepared for sometime, to process and reduce the AVIRIS observations from
Schefferville. We would still take advantage of this opportunity if it presented
itself.
F
One more positive outgrowth of this study has been the funding of Ms. Theresa
Mulhern's doctoral work under a NASA Research Fellowship to investigate the
potential of using Coastal Zone Color Scanner observations to map the extent and
position of the Northern Hemisphere Boreal Forest-Tundra Ecotone. That study
was fundamentally stimulated by the research carried out under this grant. As is
often the case it is difficult to predict exactly where a particular research study will
direct future investigations.
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Appendix A
Publications and Presentations of Studies
carried out, in part, under NASA Grant NAGW-1142
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THE ROLE uF CLIMATIC INDICES FOR EVALUATION OF RECE)IT
LOUISIANA FLOODING VARIABILITY, Rober____t A__= Muller and Jolm M.
Gry_es, Louisiana 5tats University, Baton Rou_e, Louisiana,
70803.
Is repetitive regional floodin E during recent years in
Louisiana associated with landuse and river-basin mena_e_ment
or climatic variability? Streamflow data for regional rivers
rarely extend back 50 years, hut data sets clearly show
much hi_her floodpea_$ in recent years. Climatic data eats
_0_ the climatic divisions o[ the National Climatic Date
Centsr have been extended back to the late 19th century.
Water-budRet modelln s suggests that recent flooding is
associated with the wettest period of this century. The
divisional data sets do not index specific floods on the
regional rivers very closely, b_t they provide additional
information for policy a_d management.
WIND VELOCITY GRADIENTS MEASURED ON A TRANSVERSE DL_E
by Kevin R. Mull_a., 2606-C North Tustin Avenue,
Santa Aria, California 92705
_e:tical and horizontal velocity gradients measured on a
transverse dune shaw thac flow acceleratlon strongly affects
tile turbulence structure of wind. These flndin£s suggest that
calculated values ef shear velocity are largely dependent upon
the height and location of wind speed measurements, as well as
the strength of the prevailing wind. Moreover, if Bagnold-type
transport equations are l_sed to calculate rates of sand
transport on a dune, wind speeds measured above a height of
0.2 m may underesti_atu transport on che windward face and
_verestlm_te transport near the brink.
THE ROLE OF PLANNERS IN FOSTERING INDUSTRIAL GROWTH FROM WITHIN
THEIR LOCAL CO_b_ITIES by John _. MuIlln, Unlve_elty of Maeaaehu-
eetts (Amheret), 01003 en_ 3eanne H. &rm_troog_ _resi_e_t, Lan_Use,
Inc,. Hadley, Massachusetts, 01035
The authors' research end action recommendations focus on the
pressing need for planners to work for industrial growth from
within their cO_Ul_ItSea through _Idlng the development of "Incuba-
to_ i_dustrles", &mall Indu_trlal firms wlth growth potential.
Planners are urged to identify _ocsl s_ail in_ustrlal firms, to
examine their spec| ffc problems and prospecte, end to initiate eco-
nomic development strategies that foster growth of small firms that
hsvv taken root in their ec_munlties. FindlnEs of I_cubator Indus-
try Surveys in thre_ Massachusetts cor_nltles are a_m_sr|zed, and
tbe link between the gathering _f detailed ]oc&l _ata and effective
ar'_|on strategies is examined.
RADIOACTIVE WASTE IIANAGli_II.,7_ P_)I.IC_ AND THE [_Jr_34TIAI. _]_
ImCArlO_L OOm_'LlCrS IN C*_, _> <_' T._%_,,±,,!,:3^..
University of Gkl_hom_, %orua_, _k. ,'_01 ci .
The p_r|,osc of this i,al,er :s to ex_m,ll, r ,d*_,actlv,..,_t,,
m_n_|_emenl policy in Csna4_ an,| L a aSS('_ lho p,,t_riL: ,: t,_
it)c_tions| conflicts _._vvn CUrl_hl l,_l:cy. In the C_T;._dI_
con(ext procedures far public |_arti(:ipatlon _i_ the _,_c
process have I_o! been carefully Lon_eml_t_,_! , _,t ;roce lur_'_
for resolvlng _:t_rlg confllcts a;_d co|_i_ig with _,_t,.rnal
effect_ have not been nnticlpated. Th_ In;;et L,x;,_otes :hu
po_sib*lity of develeplr.g _ueh [r,L_ce,lure_.
THE EARLY £VCLLTION C:: ?ih_ i:ACIE_...A I.', i_d_ ::AJIL _jI(_N
OF COLONIAL M=CIICC ty blichae] ;'. _alr_hy, hniver.,_ty n_
Texas at Austin. Austit.. T-xas 78751.
In %he BaJlo re61on of color,|el Mexico, an early
landscape of small, irrifat_d a6rScultural [rc;_:ties
evolved into a pattorr of hacJe_daz si_il;_r to, t_':at cf
o_her parts of Cen:ta_ Moxicu with vera diffoz,,'_t early
histories. A common denominator .,a9 be It,end it: the
culture of the Spam_sh settler, s;,ecifica!la' ir_ the ,"act
that the culture lacked an agrarian ethic and .as per-
vaded by a dynam$c of class exploitation. Cnc may
plausibly infer that the hacienda system too': form
because it Eepresented a form of landholding consJs%en_
with these cultural patterr.s.
THE sTRUCTURE OF HAORI TERRITORY IN NEt: ZSM,Ah_ by
Brian Mutton. Un iveralty of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii
96822
The concept of eslstermt|al space ia u_ed to visually
interpret the way in which the Maorl of N_w Zealand
atructure territory. Emphasis is placed on the location
and the spatial layout of the _arae, a complex which
includes a l_eetlng house, dining hall, and an open area.
Mares are primary centers of meaning in Maor_ culture
and society. Symbolism In tile landscape of the marae
iS _elated to concepts of £mportance _n contemporary
Maori society.
BLACK SUBURBANIZATION AZID THE METROPOLITAN 0PPO_TUIdTY STRUETURE
by HoIl.v M,vers-Jones, Virginia Polytechnic Institute apd State
Univers'ity, B1acks'b_ar.], '¢ir_inia 2406].
With the movement of jobs, retail services and other act. ivories
from the central city, sub_r:_anizing l']acks are movfn9 into a to.-
structured metroho_tan environment. This etlviorni:_ent _s <:_n-
siderably different from that which existed duri,g tnc er_ of
widespread white suburbarigatiom The opi)orturlit_ structure c;f.,
metropolitan region can no :onger be defined in tena_ of a
simplistic central city/suDurban dichotomy. Black buburban;zdtioll
is analyzed in a sample of twelve SMSAs with respect to the ex-
isting r_etropo]itan opportunity structure. Attention _s focused o.
the relationship between toe location of suburban job', aqd the
selection of particular Subarbs by black households,
,'.A:_D T::]: qlA,'i2;ITIL'!; IN ':}!L FAN'.:A_ tll_,li ]'I.AII;L; I,;' M. D'I _:_,' _r,.)2a',
i> tile }'url'.d.q l!:gh |.a,t_, ll_t"lle;iVe UZ''pl,ln,l ,'.:Z _ "Uit:*l_
ha_ been :,tlongly It_flue:__ed by the availab11_y o[ ^lint ?,,I ¸
from _he Ogali01,'l Aciulfer _s the Lzztical _,_ulc_ [,_ _:rt,_L_: I_
water. Pebu]ting slgnlf: ¸ ant dulalet;,_n of _ht" Aqu_r,r h,_,; l,_d
to seve_,ll ad]u,_tmt_;t_, b'/ :(_oui,_e re,ll_Jgez .. II_ ,'.,_t_t_; ¸, t I,,_,
wlth Im|)_(,_ontaLi_:J ,,: _r :_.tutl,,_,.ll r_,rct.:, ._:;_,,_] 11,,,I "-'Lth
n_,L II_ClU I,' ,ib.,_I ,_r, 9 :r!. _att_,_1 ,._, ._ _ _ L_ ,. c, 'h-,t t : , ;
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4ICR(_CLIHATIC C_tARACtbZRISTICS OF VECE_I'ATION HABITKI'S ACROSS A
_)R'EAL FORKST-'IUNI)RA ECUIONI'; by D.E. PeCzold, Uni vers i_tv of
_isconsin, River Falls, WI 54022, a_t T. Mulhem_, th-dver_ity of
taryland, College Park, HI) 20742.
)etailed vegetation and microclinmtic surveys of t_o slopes of
_posing aspect across the boreal forest-tundra ecotone of central
_uebec-Labrador revealed the existence of four distinct vegetation
mbitats which were determined by exposure to wind a_J s_lar
:adiation. These exposure conditions affected the distriDdtion
)f lichens and vascular plants across the ecotone. It appeared
Jlat lichen growth was not relmt_l to edaphic factors such as
;oil pH, moisture, and organic content on these slopes. Cetraria
nivalis, Alectoria ochroleuca, and Cetraria nigricans reached
:_eir maximum density in the most exposed habitat of minimal shrub
_nua h. There, snow depths were less than 30 cm, there was no
tion of the solar beam, and the aerodynamic surface roughness
ged 1.2 cm. Cladirm stellaris ("caribou moss") was ubic_itous
generalist in habitat preference. Moderately exposed habitats
ited the greatest species diversity. In that habitat birch
s and spruce trees began to dominate the surface vegetation.
Their canopy deplete<t the solar be&m by 32'70 and increased surface
roughness to 20.3 cm. The most protected habitat was characterized
bY the growth of dense birch and alder thickets which reduced
;olaf radiation receipts at the gro_t surface by 477° and increased
;urface roughness to 50.2 cm. These conditions pronx)ted the
_xuriant growth of mosses while limiting the growth of Lichens
:o openings in the thicket. The data further indicated that slope
tspect was a significant factor in determining vegetation growth
vatterns. Compression of habitats was observed upon contrasting
:he NNF-facing slope with the S_4-facing slope.
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_frAT_ON-SNO_ D£PTfl _RL_tT£Off_IPS [1( YI_Z BOtF..tr- FORF_'_-
TUNDRA ECOTOBE OF EASTERN CANADA
Donald E. PetsoldU
ar_
Thor_sa Mulhern
Depart_aent o/' Geoi_sphy
Un.lyer;lt7 o/' _rylund
Colless Pro'k, _ 207q2
A_qY_AC"r
3nov depth m found to t_rlmmoe the sm_oloi_ of plants sad stain diverrlky sad
predmslnanoe tlon8 • veltetation gr_ilent _ • t_resked valley bott_ lind the tdStoaat
e_d _88etop. Oplaa4 hsbdtats. _th mm mmw _ _e_ th_ )0 as, p_ed_med kkl
met reed veSetstioa ommml_les. Ylme m _te_ by • 1toby-heath mmooetlon.
stoney earth otrolee, Ira4 an absent or poorly 4e_elope4 shrub layer. 8t_ wln4s were
r_mpo_mlble for sno_ _mowal froa these slLes. At t_e other e_tr_me, veodlsn_ mow depths
ezoeed 100 oa, drit'tin_ is oo_mon, sad Snmq_elm my Ixn'siSt until early s_mer. In this
xmet_ prmteoted eav/_amm_k, vasealsr pla_t_ _mrtlmalarly well-developed bllmk spr_me trees
and dense blroh th/ok_t4, p_edaa$nate aml llaluas m v1_tual1_ stmeat.
depth varls_iomS l_V_de 41ffrtq ei_dxt/ktl in dd_ O_ll_tiq _ I_d
insular plants m_ develop. In a4dltlea to _ ollmkta data, snow depths and
dlstrlb_tloa are us_n'ul to,Is /'o_ the bloi[t_p_plter and p1_mt eooloillat _oe v_4er_tandla_
ve&etst£on d_nx_i_ in h£_h Iatit_ envir_m_ts.
The lWpeo_ Of sao_ oa the eal_h's sm'f_ te_lwk_s physloal, biololrioal and
_phioal emmponents. Yhe pr_enae of snow an the laadseape tnflmmoex the tntersotlon
bet_m _be blot|o and sbdot_o r_l=_. Y_ JJ_-t_nt ob_raotertstlos or _mm, oo_er a,e
depth and dlstrtbuttea. _mw dlstrlb_lo_ he_lm 4et4mtne the sanmsl eaerlff tmd_et ot the
,,, , • i,
sPres_mt addms !
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_r_ du_Lo It_ref_ot_v1_y
uC so1_r radiation! tt tnfluenoe_ thn pre._ene_, or ab,_enee of
lc_O)i lindIt control, photos>mth_tteoontro1_'°tlvltXth,and
/
e_rth du. to its refl_etlvlty of sol_r ra,llati_! it influences thn pre_ne_ or abmenen of
eerta|n typ_n of yeS#teflon (lltltunen, 1980)! and it oontro1_ photos)-nthetlo actlvlty end
m_.l R_rmln_ti_n (Rleh_rdnon and _al1_bury, 197T). The depth of snowoover oontrolm the
degree oF prot_etlon prov14_d to plants and animals from harsh winter o_ndttIonsl _%
reguIates the light environment of under]ylng veletetton (Richardson nnd _alisbury, 1977);
a_d it p_ovtdes insul_tion from extrele temperature flu_tuations by limiting heQt Losses
_rom the earth's aur£aoe.
Snow controls the elimat_o envlronment of the subaretle and high latitude eqglons of
the world b_eause It eover_ th_ surface for slx to ten months of the year. Tel, topo-
firaphic varlat%ons introduce var1_blllty tn both the distribution and depth of snowoover
over a sm_ll area. In the eastern Canadlan subarctic, the regular ridg_ nnd valley
topography of %he Labrador Trough leads to an observable change in vegetation from wooded
valley bottoms to barren tundra ridgetops. During w_nter, an equally obvious snow depth
gradient Is evident f_om ridgetop to valley bottoa where the or_sts ere often blown f_ee of
snow while the woodlands may be blanketed by al lush as 2 m of snow. Such a gradient may
occur over a 1W_ transect with an ele vatlonal drop o_ only 200 a.
We bel_eve that the oorrespondenee between t_ observed vegetation gradient and the
snow depth gradient in this region _s not eoincldental. It appears that physlognc_ic
variations, aa well am species eomposl_lon_ of the n_ural ve_etatlon along these
to_Eraphleal transects are related to the _-eSe_oe and depth of wintertime snowoover.
Such r_slatlonshtps have bee.n studied in F1nnosoa_te since the late nineteenth century
(CIe_W et el., 1985) and recent interest has focussed on f_mote _eneing applications to
snowmelt hydrology. Belatively little diso_,_sl_m ham nentered on North American alpine and
high latit_e regions. Thus, the obJeotlve of thls paper is _4) dis(_Jae the relationship
between vegetati_1 type, Speotes dlstrlbutio_, _ e_._w depth along to.graphic ip-adients
in the eastern Canadlan subaretlc. We _ill also attempt to identity snow depths which Bre
associated w_th the development o_ distinct v_getstion habitats a_ species d_ainanoes
along the vegetation gradient.
DATA AID IIIII'11_
"Detslled vegetation surveys were conduct44 alone t_o slopes e_ opposln_ aspect of a
_Idge located appr_xi_mtsly 30 W_ W_ ot the _i_e_11e, _uebee ko_mi_e (5_' _,
66o qq, W). The study area is devoid of _M_q_qpmte i_l_wmee_ emd there was a_ evidence
of recent fire. The ve_e&atlon surveys _e NmI_I,.I fm rive r_mem thro_s of a 1 x 1 n
qued_st at 5 a elevatlo_al intervals ate_g &he sle_e t_meeet. The _-f_in_ slope had 21
esaple Tevels (100 m elevatlonal decrease) ale_8 a 600a tmmt. The M-faet_ slope had
15 sampYe 1.evels (70 m ele_t_omzl de(_-e_ee) aleeqg • _00 m t_t. The ddaeto p
ehraoterized by tundra vegetation (lichens, heath_) _ stanley earth circles (periglaciaL
features) while open lichen woodland co.prised tbe v_llqbott_m_ (aee_gtm_m I). SoiLs
along these SlOpeS are young, pom'lyde_lopl_, eetdla, _ hs_el lm_erSmt2o em_l;m_t
(Hulhern and Petsold, 1_8).
The et_mate is mmsidered to he sentimental SUhar_Ue end 18 _hamm_terlsed by lo_
monthly mmean tel_mrstures (-22.2 ° C &s Jwat_! +12._ O C in July, at _W_ervtlte), a
three month M,owirq_semson, and a lmean ennui1 _'_elpltatlc_ Of _mm, Of wh/_b half fells
as snov (Petsold, 1_82). Stron| and perststent w_nds p_evstl over the raSio_, florin|
pred_minantly from the _N in every season.
Surrogate snow data were obtained frmm two souriest avor_ birch sttrub heights and
soar levels O_ sic'use tree trunWs. C_v (1_) stymied that t_ tope of blr_h, willow
and alder shruha _in| on the tm_rs are "t_A_sd e_f" d_e to m a_le_ such that
"when the thleM_ess or the snow is mes_, ,., it aches e_motly the sllm hel_ht ms that
of the Ix_hes" (p. 57}. Thus, _ m_M_red t_ he_tS Of _ivo to ten birch Shrubs (hesed
on their abundance) st each sample level to pr_du(m an average surrogate sno_ depth
value. A similar e_Tect is observed in the _-owth habit oF _ture spr_m_ tms at the
OrJC..,_,._.=. ....
OF POOR C._3kl,r,_
+.reellne. Ther*., wtnd hlovn _now and In_ pqT'ttolM._ _pTe_ely remove fo11.8_ at _ncl
immediately alive the _nov surr_oe, resultSng tn the develo_ent of an elongated ._oer along
the trunk (Harchand, Ig87), facing the dtreotlo_ or prevailing vtnterttm_ vinds (nee F11ure
_). Foliage below kh_ 8nc_ level re_alns l_h and heal%by, while _nproteoted needlen
exhtbtt Ereltest w)rtsli_y rates (_dley and _aLtth, 1986) and bud and I_-anoh dmse t_
Ereatest _msediatel¥ above the shay level (3earl et at., 1987). It appes_, therefore,
that the edge of the trunk soar eloeest to iround le_et represents the avorsBe nLntmua
lc_K-ter_ level or ahoy oover ak eaoh tree. _le lover soar levels were leslured for
every tree growing at the tr_eltne, at elevations upelo_.l i'tom the vooded 'sall_y botto:a.
The_-e were, however, only 13 matur_ trees to moamure st 9 simple levels alon 8 these
transects.
Figure I. Tundra-dora/rated _Idiletop, rlllmr, Z.
elevst2o_ TO5 • a.s.1.
do_nslope to • vooded vtlley
be_tom, eleva_ton approz.
Ab_mt_ Imu" an bleak Ipr_me
tm It t_e treellne tn
m_mm=t_o (_ebee. _ote the
hesltb_ b_h_e tt the lover
IW level oF the _r_mk.
NESOLT8
I. CoPresponde.ee of' Sur'r'ogate Snow l_t Type-,
OF POOR QUALITY
Twn purpnnes Qre _rv_,l by dTs_.u._,_n_ the relmt_o_mhlp h_lween b|reh shrub h,_JEhts nnd
tr*,_ seer _evo].s ,_._,surrngetn strew d_pth d_tso F_rst, th_ ._mm|] n_bor or treo,_ exhibiting
Bbr_slon noRr.s produced the need rot Further evidence of the%r vteblltty ms sno_ depth
indto_tor._. Second, by umlng two dlrferent sources or naturnl evlden_e to obtaln surro_mte
snow depth, we can be acre oertaf.n or the eppropr_steness or spplyln I these surrotete det_
to understand ve|etstlon dyrdmbcs else s these slopes. To assess the correspondence between
the two su_'ogate da_a sets, a staple llnesr _gresston was porfonmed on _tohod pal_s of
date for the sample levels where both tree scar and birch hetsht measurements were
avsl]sble. Fi_ure 3 _ndtcetes e very _lose, d_reot relstlonshtp between the two snow depth
indicators. The slope of the reEresslon equation sul_ests an exact oor_espondenoe at all
levels alone these slopes, but there is a constant 5.5 em growth differential In the birch
shrub heights. It appears that both snow depth indicators are comparable and
].nterehangeeble! however, the results must be used wlth cautlo_ beoause of the ama_l number
of data parrs used to establish thls relationsh_p.
Ft_ 3. _elakio_ehip bet_s_m mean b_rOh height4 _I_) and the
1(mm. level of trvmk sears (TSL) on tr_es M_wi_l at the
t_eo li_ bst, ms_ t_ndre rt_p _ _lmt, _q_
_llLey het, tmm.
2. &mowDepth Vmrtattom,_ Alma the 81opos
A_eralp curate snow depth- are plottt_ in the _atterM'ams of Flparo 11 _'_r each
SlOpe. _s expected, maw depths _me_ll7 lnm_ d_mslope tom_.d the valley bOttOm.
Birch shrubs did not _t.ow _m the sweet Of the _t_l_, IMmae we _se that the Pid_etops lu_
blown tree of & protective mm_ lays. throuShout mesh el" the winter seance, A short
distance dmmslope, _or, pmSt_t4 bir_h hue the me-race, rin_ln_ oom_lote _teetio_
undm, a snow laysr N mhellau m 10 ms. Nee snnusl enou depthe applr'_oh 1.S m st the b_H
or the _opes, arro_iss the _t _ of _.,o_..eti_ to the _rlytM m_tmtiee.
Generally, snow d_p_hs along the I_r...faeinl slope were less _h_n tho_ aloe| the SU-
fael_ slope. This Yes psPtioulerly efLdent a_ aid-slope elevatLons. Slope orlmtatton
with respect to the prevellLn8 _N vlnds appea_ not to be a oont_ibutln$ i'setor because the
OF POOR QUALITY
Nun _ov _ptlm _ov_ tb_ _N-f_ mlopo0 de_ved trem batch bo$_t eut
oiru_ t_m_ oc_w _ta.
Ft&qs_ Ub.
/rldge is oriented NW-SE, thum w_nds generall.y blow parailel to the ridgeerests In this
region. The NNE-fao_nK slop_, exhlbtted many more local var|atlon_ In topography wlth
_evera_ terraces oec,lrrtng along the transect. The stmp-llke terrmoes tri_ered snow
drlftlng which introduced noise in the general snow depth-alevatlon relatlonahip of Figure
I_h. We have observed deep, extensive snow p&oWJe on %_ lee side of %haas terraoes, near
the bottom of the I_E-facln8 slope, as late as ear17-July.
3. Snow Depth-Vegetatlon Relationships
The distribution of surface cover types and constituent lichen sp_cles Is pre3ented by
P_t%old and Mulhern (1987). These data were grouped further by conslderlng the protection
afforded by wintertime anowoover/sum_ertlme birch oanopy development. Four d|stlnct veKe-
tatlon associations emerged from this grouping, The flrst cateEory is predominantly a
lichen-heath association of upeloI_-rldEe crest locations. This includes a total of nine
sample levels alone both transects. That.e, snow depths averaged less than 30 cm and birch
shrubs constltuted less than 5_ of %he surface cover. Spruce trees were not observed in
this vegetation assoolmtion. In such an exposed habitat, a mixed liohen met dominates the
surface wl th 60-70% coverage. M1nlm_l I_roteotion from the strong, desstcat%ng, and often
abrasive winds is afforded the exlatant vegetation. Low snow depths and their oorrespond-
_n E _ichen-haath vegetation cover ar_ .or r_strlotod to upelope lo_ations. Toffees lips
along the _E-raelng transect also exhibited similar oharaoteristlca, foe- example at eleva-
tions of 660,670 and 685 m a.s.l., as can be s_ in Flsure _b. Such a displacement is not
observed on the SW-faclng slope.
The second category, low shrub tundra (as deflned by Bliss (1981)). is characterized
by average snow depths of 21)-60 em. The surfa_ is still _insted by mixed lichens (65-
755 coverage); however, birch shrubs and krtmlhols (dwarfs4) spruce are more evident on the
landscape. Nine sample levels st mid-slope elevaticms comprised this category. Altbov_h
the protective snow cover is deeper and the bl_oh are taller, tbe eu_faoe rmins rela-
tively exposed to str_ng winds and Intense solar r_adiat$@m. The blroh-spruoe (:over, being
only IO-15_ of the surface, is not su_fiolent t_ _ume a stable snow oove_ from year to
year. We believe that this vegetetlo_ aseoelet_em my be blame fm of snow during part of
the winter season. This is bms_ on o_r obe_-1_tlo_ of aa ummuelly bt_' incidence of
branch sad bud tlp amion of the birch shrubs from4 In tMs habitat.
Forest tundra (Bliss, 1_81), _1! celled ope_ lleben tm<_lan4, o_u_titutes the
thlrd'grouplng of vegetatlon-snOW depth eher_aater_stiem. _ef_ tall MP_R and mature
spruce trees be_,_N a dominant crape,ant of the landsoepe, lush that the development of a
woodland is a_are_t (t_ de.satire Ire _ate_ t_n I0_ and eb_mha oo_tituk 10-_0_ of
the surface rover). On these Ilol_o, 13 scruple levels m i_eluded in this eete_m-y.
Snow depths aver_ between 60 _md 100 am lad the _ _k perslets longer than in any
other ve_etation a_oelatton. Beem_e the et_tew sad density ef the woodland produces a
more protected environment, bud aware ef the _l_lb later i_ n_t common. Lichens
comprise a s_ller (35-601{), bu_ still lipiftoemt eomlmm_nt of t_e su,rfaoe oover. These
lichens have adapted to more p_teo%_, seato b_blt_t_ and are dk_Imated by the "reindeer
mosses" (i.e., lichens of the _ewus, CIMina). Y_ relatively moist, shaded aura'ace
beneath trees and 0_r_o allows the d@_'_"_ment of a _mm e_'pet whleh ooaatltutes approxi-
mately 25f, o_ the e_M_aee ve_etatlom.
The last category, tall shrub t_ad_a (Bllsm, 19ei), is • reTatively small onsponent of
the vegetation gradient along these slolme emd l_l_m five smaple levels. _lope terraces
induce drifting Which produce ae_n _mow @_ha of El_mter t_ 100 am. As a result of thls
protection, vascular plant species Iwr_k_Imi_e a_td s_te _ in dense thickets. Such
dense shrub growth attanumtes solar _latien a_ weveats ve_tllatien of the surface, thus
reducing evaporation. This results i_ th_ eeve%o_t @ • moilt habitat o_duoive to
extensive moss gr_h and e_feetlvel_ eliminates llem, _hr_bthlokets _aybe associated
with spruo_ woodlands _'may_evelop is4epend_at of tm Srm_h.
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DISCOSaIOH
Snow is a olimmtle agent which is aotlve roT" half or the year in thls subaretln
environment; yet, Itm erfeote ml 7 be experlenood by the vegetation throughout the _r_wiflE
season as well. Many of these effects are Immedletely sppaPent after a snowfall (i.e.t bud
abrsslon, trunk soar_lnt). Otherll may be |OSB notloeable, beeI_se they are internalized
w_th other ellmstte and edmp%te factors by the Telatati_. In this article we are assumlnE
that that birch shrub he|Khts end mlnlmua tree sear levels are a manlfeststlon of b_th the
internal and external impacts of snow on the vegetated surface. Desplte the limited sample
s_ ze or our data set, It appears that both snow depth surrogates contain the same Ir_orma-
t_on and are In aa_-eemsnt.
Based on our results, snow depth varlsttons eontrlbute to the o_mpetttlon between
vesoulsr and n_-_asoular (lichen) plan_ growth. Am average wlntertlm_ snow depth of less
than 30 _m, associated with an unst&b_e snow paokp provides an apparent advankaEa to non-
vasoular p_ants beoaule they are hattor Ible to survlve the offeots Of a persistent
exposure to abrasive, 4esstolttng winds an4 to _a%or fluxes of solar rsdlatlon.
There is a diohota_ous rslattoeahip between snow depth/distribution and the v_Eetation
whloh _rows beneath. It. Tnttlmlly smow b_flta the veEetated surface, aotln s as a
protective cover vh£eh allovl ptan%s to reach their aaxta,m heisht and development. Once
the Tosetatlo_ aohlem oquillbri_ _th the laewm$orooa_Iroament, the ve_tati_ play_ an
active role In %he 4k_pth and dlatrlbuti_n of the snow. Trees and dense th_eko%s serve to
trap snow and tri_j_r drifti,_. Such • mutual interrelationship also has been s_ested by
Cl_'k et el. (1985) fop i_baretio veletatton in FLnllnd.
This study hll 2mp_leaki_ at the rose.scale as well. T_ ohan_e In v_skmtlom that
we observed aloaS th_ _00 _ 600 • transits may be ocmstdersd sna/o_ous to am
observable Tatltudinal-ve_tatloa l_.mdlent from _he seduce woodlands of Sep_-_eles, Quebec
(50 ° H), to the subarotle tumdPa fo_m4 on so.them Saffln _sland at 6Z ° p (&leksa_rove,
1980). _n Inov-4omina%nd envlPommate e@ the world, the o_rtainty of eu_fac_.haend snow
mesusur_ments 2e _nllbed, be_lule of the lno_eaSO_ frequdm_y of drifting In treeless or
s_rsoly-tree4 imvlm_mmlmta. T_e_e the use of au_ropte snow data _s an addttlcmel
means.of assoMlnl snow and m_tatlom dymamlos /a northern le_Itud_ of the world.
The funds wldah euppm-tnd thte mmu-oh wore provided by _A31 Headquartems,
WeshtnEton, D.C. We silo v_h to aokmovledll the loslsttoal support provided by Do_glas
_rr, Mana_r, Okslma Chewink, and the Staff Of the HoGill Subar_le B_eeroh Stltiom,
Seheffervillo, Quabdm.
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Introduction
Spectral measurements of reflected
solar radiation are becoming an im-
portant means of studying terrestrial
phenonlelta (Goetz et ',d., 1985}. The col_-
tril)ittioia of these measurements to vege-
tation research is particularly signifioant,
with inlplications for both mappit_g vege-
tati()il pattenls and analyziiig the bio-
physics ot" vegetatioli (Kunlar and
_%l<mteiil,, 1981; Coward et al., 1.985:
Asrar el al., 1984). The vahie (it" vcgehi-
Ii()n cix, ctral lll(t;.l_,llrt'lilelitC; f)('Clll'g ;.iS {i
rc_ll]l (_f tlic uniqllc si)ct'ira thai phoh_-
syilihctically active grcm_ vegelati(in prcl-
dii(.(,.._|(isl eallh slirfitc.e lllaterials dis-
play rlllnplikc rl, lqc,(.taiic.e spectra, iqlht, r
illl.it,a_illg reflechuico _'itii wavei_lil(th f_li
_,i1_ ;iild (.Olllnl()ll manitlactiirod niatcri-
zll_ ()1 dct'rcasing ret10ctance with w_ivc-
Iclit:lh for ice, ._lilIW, an(l _'_ttcr (Krili(J_',
I._t.h; ,Swain ali(] Davis, 1._J78}. The t)hc>-
lll_villhclit._illv aclivc c'(lliit)()iil;lit_,, pri-
ili;irily ll;avt's, t)f vasCill;ir l)llllliS {_rl'('ll
_'g('l:lli_)li) pi-,)(hit.c stcplil, c rt'fl_x'l;tli(t'
spectra with low reflectance in the visible
spectrum (0.4-0.7 #m), high reflectance
in the near infrared (0.7-1.3 ,tim), and
moderate reflectance in the shortwave in-
|rard (midintrared) wavelengths (1.3-2.5
_m).
At latitudes greater than 50 _ in the
northern hemisphere, lichens, an auto-
trophic life form based on a symliiotic
relatioli betweeil fllilgi alid algae, l)econle
a signilrica_;t component o| vegetation
o(lnlinunitics alid terrestrial hind ('_mer. In
open lichen w(l(xllallds ()f t,Olitlid ali(]
liOl-iholn Canada, Iicht'lis COllStit_ile 7(}%
(Jr Iil(irc i'll the gr(llind (xivcr lll_ervt, d
from alxlve the w(iodlalid (';Inopy
(Lecli()wi(:x et al., I.(18-1). Tile ll,lt,sll_ll
vi,,t,al appcaral,r¢' _)f liclle,_,,, ravlgii_g froixl
_)ff-white and p;tle grt_en= t_ gr('y alld
I_lac'k, ,_t_._t that lichen rt, flectaliCe
_lwctra llHty (liffer |toni tliosc ill green
va_,t.lliltr ])llililk (l'etz_lld aii(! Iteli('z, 1.07.-3}
aii(I lhil_ iiff_,c'l ilihJrprt.lalilln ()f vogl_lli-
li(_ii l)alh'rli_ ill lli!41i lioilhl_l-ii lalitiidcs
_t ilh lliillli_lwCli':ll lll)_('rviili(_li_,, .Nitl'('lla
(if ilii_lX.C.ifi_.(I (._IIIslII_,( ' l'(t('k liC'liril_, liav(_
",;.). %',,i.h._l,lli Av,.. ,'q_._ }.lk. X_l ' Inlil7 ilrll 12",7 '_k 'It'll
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l)cen presented hy Satterwhitc et al.
(1985), and lal)oratory spectra of lichens
have t.'eu discussed by Causlaa (1984).
Ilmvever, the paucity o[ in situ lichen
refh:ctance spectra reported in research
hlerat_H'e and their marginal quality
(Kri_v, 19,17; Steiner and Cutennan,
1966) led us to carry out field measure-
n.:nts in the Canadian subarctic during
the _u:nmers of 1984-1985.
Field Site and Measurement Technique
Measurements were taken in the x4cin-
ity of Scheffervil]e, Quebee (54°48'N,
66°49'W) with the support o[ the MeGill
University Subarctic Research Station.
Sampled vegetation eommtmities range
IN JN _11) F: I'EY/.( q.D ','xl) ',; xMI'FI. 'x' _:()_A,O_D
from closed canopy spruce w_aMlands to
open hmdra, depending on the elevation
and exposure o[ the site (Hare, 19,58;
Petzohl and Mulhern, 1987).
'l'_vo instmrr, ents, provi(led }_y the
Earth Ilesottrces Branch, NASA/God-
dard Space Flight Center, were used to
obtain measurements: a Barnes Model
12-1000 Modular Multiband Radiometer
(M,MII) and a Spectron Engineering SE-
590 Spectrometer. The MMR instrument
is an eight-band spectral radiometer
{sensing seven reflected and one emitted
spectral radiance bands), configmed h_r
this experiment with fibers nmtehing the
spectral bandpasses on the Landsat
Thematie Mapper (TM) instrument, as
well as one additional spectral bandpass
TABLE I Mean aJ_d Standard Devaation (SD) ol Sl:x'clral BaJut l_eflect.mce (%) o[ Selected Subarc'tlt
Surla¢'e Types, Recorded by a Barnes Model 12-1000 Modular Mtdtd_ld Radiomeler
_t) _tt,'A_,'ELENCTI! (_,tn)
S_'t_FAcETYPE 045-(152 0.52-f)60 063-0.69 ()76-1)q_1 I 15-130 155-175 20_,-235
Black spruce
Mean 28 4.7 4.2 lh 7
SD 0 3 0.7 (;.6 4 0
I)warl IHrt'h
Mean 32 .3 (5 59 ;0 _,
SD f) 1 08 I i ", 4
t'NIX_Sed s,,il
O ¢') •M_'an 7.2 9.9 1.. 1_ -
ND o 7 0 _ 0.9 1_.7
,,Urpnrt ntll_'ay
Mt'itn "79 .(14 lll.h I ] ;_
SI) (_6 (13" 07 (|h
5.1i_ed lichen mat
Mt.an 11)2 124 13 q 29 7
SD 12 !.2 I I '2 3
(7 ",t*'llariS
X|,_an 16 4 2(1/| __ 4 :;_l4
Sl) 27 29 28 51
s lm_¢ h,jlc
Xh.at_ %0 IO I I0 _, 27 e,
M) i) !) I)3 I '2 I 2
(' ¢Tt( ll_tlll_ll
M*,m_ ,I ¢i 50 b 7 22 4
_,I) _ _ 12 12 2 2
....................................
%35 16 1 q4
29 -I 1 "38
4t_ 9 2b 1 12 -I
22 13 lo
11,2 17o IT I
11 11 15
13 6 I | U J|i I
lS,'l ;74 21 I
I "; t3 17
Ih I _,fiq 21 .I
•l 'J ; 1 2 o
14
h
27 I 15 7
Ih 16
11 1_5
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at 1.20-1.30 p.m (see Table I for band
wavelengths). The SE-590 instrument
measures 240 contiguous spectral hands,
with a nominal bandwidth of 3 nm, from
0.38 p.rn to I.I p.m. Since the radiant
sensitivity of the silicon detector degrades
rapidly past 1.0 ym, reflectance data past
that point have not been presented in this
analysis. Each instrument was fitted with
a 20 ° field of view lens. [For fiu_her
instrument description, see Williams et al.
(1984).] Measurements were taken under
clear sun conditions between the ho_u's of
1000 and 1500 local time. Instrument
calibration was achieved by successively
viewing a panel of BaSO 4 of known re-
flectance and the target of interest. Com-
pletion of one measurement pair (calibra-
483
tion plus target) reqt_ired less than I min
for each instrument. The instnmJents
were tripod-mounted, raised 2 m above
the target, and oriented ,cX)° from the
azimuth position of tl_e s,m and 45 ° from
the target surface. Once a target was
selected, five measurement pairs _ere
collected with variance introduced by
shifting the instntments 0.5-I.0 m later-
ally across the sudace, between each
measurement. By visual assessment, only
sites with complete vegetation cover were
selected for sampli,_g. The MMR and
SE-590 instruments were positioned such
that they viewed similar, but not pre-
cisely the same targets. Thus, there may
be minor discrepancies between the cor-
responding data of Figs. 1-8 and Table 1.
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Sudace Reflectance Characteristics
Representative SE-,590-derived spectral
reflectance patterns M major surface
covers of the eastern Canadian subarctic,
as well as an asphalt runway for refer-
ence, are presented in Figs. 1-8. Corre-
sponding spectral band reflectances, ob-
served by the MMR radiometer, are listed
in Table 1. Reflectance patterns of typi-
cal green vegetation, soil and the
Schefferville airport runway (Figs. 1-4)
are representative of what has been typi-
cally observed in most other landscapes
(Ungar et al., 1977; Swain and Davis,
1978; Williams et al., 1984). The only
difference among spectra of the sampled
green plants is the magnitude of the re-
flectance, not the general pattern of re-
flectance.
In contrast, the dominant lichens of the
genus Cladina (Reindeer Moss) are char-
acterized by greater reflectance in the
visible wavelengths and a more gradual
reflectance increase at 0.7 #m (9-12%
increase for lichens compared to a 25%
increase for dwad birch and a 16% in-
crease for black spruce). From 0.7 to 0.9
pro, both Stereocaulon pmchale and the
mixed lichens exhibit similar reflectances,
while Cladirm stellaris reflects a greater
proportion of the near-infrared irradi-
ance. However, there is stronger absorp-
tion o| longer ultraviolet (UV-A) and short
wavelength blue energy, as compared to
the other visible wavelengths, by the off-
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white c_)lored C. stclhm_ (Fig. 5)ami the
pale groeu-ycll(j_ mixe_l liche,s (Vig. 6),
which is predomiv_antly C. stclhm._ with
scattered thMli of G,traria nivalis, and
threads of Alc(:toria ochroletwa. The gray
lich,_,t_, S. p..w]tttb: (Fig. 7). does not
display as strong air ultraviolet radiatio_
abs_13)tiot_ baud, suggesting physiological
contrasts between species that may be a
function of habitat. A less common but
visually distinct tundra lichen, C'etraria
ericetorum (medimn-dark browu), ex-
hibits strong absorption of all visible
wavelengths and a gradwal reflectance in-
crease at 0.7/_m. However, reflectance in
the near and middle infrared wavelengths
increases markedly to a level equivalent
to or higher than that of the light-colored
lichens (Fig. 8, Table 1). For all lichens,
the water absorption band at approxi-
mately 0.95 ttm is less distinct than in
vascular plants, indicating lower intereel-
lular reserves oI water in lichen thalli
growing in a natural air-dried state. This
is a common state for most ground lichens.
They have no roots and cannot draw soil
moisture, so that they dry rapidly Mter a
rainfall.
Discussion
The reflectaace patten_s of common
lichens of the easten_ Canadiazl subarctic
are unique; they absorb photosyntheti-
cally active portions of the solar spectrum
in a manner unlike vascular plants com-
mon to environments of lower latitudes.
Reflectance differences among common
subarctic lichens are due in part to the
variable pigmentation of the lichen thal-
hts which we believe to be related to the
ecological niches which they occupy in
tho boreal forest-tundra ecotone. The
piKtuents respot_siblc for coloration are
D()NAI,D 1-i I'EI'Z_I.D x'ql) _'_MI El. N t;_'_ \Ill)
se_',mdary metabolic byprodmts _f the
fitugal c_mq)o_ent (llale, 1953): however,
most pigments have J_ot yet been idexAti-
lied and their physioh_gic_d and climatic
significance has not been detenuiJn:d
(Hale, 1985, persouaI ¢'o:ntnut-iication).
Lichens of the shaded woodlan, ls aJ.I
exposed tundra enviromnents sl,_uld have
different light responses to maintaiu opti-
m',d levels of photosynthesis. It appears
that the density of pigmentation of the
outermost cell layer _f the thallus is in-
versely related to the [eve[ of light energy
which is transmitted to the inner algal
cells in which photosynthesis occurs
(Lahdi et al., 1.969; Hale, 1983}. That is,
high levels of pigmentation are an adap-
tive and protective response of the licheu
to high levels of incident solar radiation.
A general correlation of heavily pig-
mented lichens with open habitats has
been suggested, although no evidence has
been presented to support this (Laud| et
al., 1969; Richardson, 1974). Visual in-
spection of the pervasive C. stellaris sup-
ports this idea. This species grows equally
well in the open tundra as in spruce
woodlands of the boreal forest (Petzold
and Mulhern, 1987). It appears to be
darker, more yellow in color and more
compact in structure in exposed habitats,
while its podetia (erect, bnlblike structure
bearing the fimgal fnfitiv_g bodies) are
larger and its color is visibly brighter and
pale green in more protected habitats.
Certain lichen acids and pigments have
been found to increa_se the opacity of the
outer fungal layer, thereby reducing in_-
tens|ties reaching the ligM-_nsitive algal
layer (Ertl, 1951). The 'algal comt_ment ,
Tn'bouxia, of the ('.ladimw may i)ev_efit
from higher fungal opacity sitwe this alga
species seems to tolerate lower light in-
tensities better that) ,ionlich,mized algae
1
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If lah', I!)_?,). "I'hi_ i1,_,:.r_erelati,mship lw-
t_v4,_l l)igi,lezlt (.i|'llSi_y i[[|d ambictd ]i_]it
it_tenksityis supported l)y results reported
By Ik, tzold and Rencz (1.975) ;,s well as
by the results reported herein.
T],: C. steHaris nHeastnrenle.nts, exeln-
plified l_v the pattcnls showuJ iH Fi_s. 3
and 6, iJ,dicate that they utilize an ad-
_litiol_al strategy l_eyond low pB4ment
density [or adaplation to low light hal)i-
tats of boreal wo,,dlauds. The Cl.dmae
al_sorl) a high proportion (96-08%) of the
ultraviolet radiation striking their surfaces.
Rao and LeBlanc (1,965) found that
atrtuhorit_, a c(Jlorless, fluorescent sub-
stance produced by the fungal compo-
neut, emits energy at a peak of 0.425 p.m,
coxTesponding to the absorption compo-
nent of chlorophyll in the blue wave-
lengths. This fluoresence is not, however,
absorbed by pigments o! the outer fimgal
layer. Thus, this substance appears to
support lichen algal photosynthesis by
providil_g fluoresced light in blue wave-
lengths from intercepted ultraviolet radia-
tit)q, which is more freqoently available
in diffuse h)w light intensities of wo(_l-
la,_d habitats, as well as m_der moderate
snow covers (Caldwell et ai., 1980).
The light-cohered S. paschale reflects
n,_re than twice the ultraviolet radiation
of the Chulinac (compare Figs. 5 and 71.
This may be attribl,ted to the less pro-
tected heath-lichen t,mdra co,mnunity in
which S. ;msclude fl()t,rishes. Its hal)itat
is characterized by higher ilwi(le,d fluxes
of direct and ._h)l_al solar radiation sluice
it grows zbear sparsely foliated lletuhl
_lamluh_sa (a I_irch shnd0 of less than
1.() 0n in },eiKld on tl_e treeless tt,mlna:
h_)wever, it ran.ly ._ows complelely u_-
pr_flect('d I_y a vas(',dar phml calu_|)y.
I);,rk pig_lw_m'd li_'htu_s of the, _ll_!ll
ih'twz, 1.975j. These habitats are std,ject
to perh;q)_ the most severe clin,ati¢' st,'t+ss
[ound in the boreal zone. Betwem_ lati-
tudes 52°N and 56°N tundra is co,ffinvd
generally to barren ridgetop_ and is sul_-
ject to low er tt._q)erat_re, high solar radi-
ation intensities, and strong winds, whi(.h
effectively remove protective slu)_c.ovel.
The extremely low reflectance, and tl,us
str_mg at_._orption o| C. ericetorum, in the
visible and near-i,frared wavelengths
(Fig. 81, appear to be an adaplati(m to
ensure adequate heating of the lichen
thallus u,cler stressfid environme,fl;d con-
ditions of rapid sensible heat loss asst__'i-
al;ed with persistent, strong winds and
• low temperature.
Conclusion
The reflectance spectra o[ lichens (lit-
ter [rom that of vascular plants in the
visible portion of the solar spectnun ap-
pareutly as a result of their sy,nbiotic
character and restdtant photosynthetic
system. More research is ueeded to
evaluate the nature aud purpose of lichen
[ung;d pigmentation in lichen photo-
synthesis and physioh)gy. Lichens exhil)it
a stepped refle('tance pattern similar Io
green vascular plants: but the depth of
the visilde-,_ear-inlr:tred step is char-
acteristi('atly smaller, and there is a greater
contrast in visible aud _,ltraviolet rcflec-
ta, wes of the d<,,finant lichens.
These differences between li('he,_s and
vas(.,lar plants will affect spectral ve_eta-
tioli indices, such as the norlualized dil-
terence vegetation index (NDVI), which
contrasts near infrared and visible spec-
tral Ieflct'titllt'es ({;oward ,'.t al. 1,(185;
Nore_mvl, I!)_,G). F'(_r exanq)le, the iltt.leas-
i_ siA4_ifit;t_zte of licheos in_ w'_,('lali(_nl
c._,,10_u,u_iti,'_ z_wth _t _3(1° lalilude omy i_z
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part explain tl,e steep gradient (_f de-
creasing spectred vegetation index values
o])sm_'ed at high latitudes on tile No,_h
An_erican continent (Goward et ,,d., 1,985).
That is. a completely lichen-covered
sudace may produce NDVI values which
could l)e interpreted as a sparse cover of
green vascular plants. The shortest band-
pass wavelengths of the Land._at 'FM
(0.45-0.52 Fro) do not adequately cap-
ture tile contrasts between lichen and
green vascular plants to remedy this con-
fusion between eomplete lichen ground
cover and partitd vascular plant ground
cover. This points to the need to deploy
new terrestrial sensor systems through,
which such contrasts may be observed.
The value of such obse_'ations may be
appreciated in the context of current
forecasts for global elimate warming
(Hansen et at., 1981). In addition to their
relative abundance (and in some regions,
dominance) in northern ecosystems, it
appears that boreal and low arctic lichens,
particularly of the genus Cladina, may be
sensitive indicators of climate change of
the regional scale or larger. While well
adapted to moderately dry., cool, low light
climatic conditions of woodlands
(Carstairs and Oeehel, 1978), C. stelhtris
and other Cladinae would not be able to
tolerate warn, moist and/or high light
conditions, caused by large-scale, hmg-
teml climatic change. Their death or de-
terioration woxdd result from change to-
ward warmer, wetter conditions since
fimgal hyphae live of[ sugars produced by
the associated algal cells, and, in a contin-
ually moist environment, the fungi be-
come too active and eventually kill off the
algae through parasitism (Hale, 1985,
personal commtmication). It appears that
the perfect environment for lichen
I)()NAI,I) E PI.TT*Z_)I,I) ANI) '¢AMI'H N _:t)_,XtID
domination of the boreal woodhmds is
one which is cool aml mesic to all.w a
balanced metabolism i)y the fimgal com-
ponent. A marked trend toward regional
warnfing and increased slumm'r rainfall
should cause a rapid tlegradalion of the
lichen understory of the boreal woodland
and an apparent retreat northwaM of the
l)(3,mdary, of the lichrn understory with
replacement by herbaceous species cur-
rently found southward of 52°N in central
Quebec-Labrador. If climate wanning is
to occur, the greatest temperature in-
creases are predicted to occur at high
latitudes (Hansen et al., 1981). Some of
'the earliest ecologi,d evidence of climatic
change should be apparent in changes in
the vigor and distribution of lichens in
subarctic regions. Current knowledge of
the functioning and distribution of arctic
and subarctic ecosystems is limited. Re-
motely sensed observations in the ap-
propriate spectral wavelengths should
greatly improve this knowledge.
The unusual spectra of lichens offer the
possibility of using multispectral obse_,a-
tions to conduct detailed studies of
subarctic and arctic ecosystems. In par-
ticular, the unique ai)sorption pattern oh-
served in the ultraviolet and I)lue u/ave-
lengths for the dominant Cladinae, in
contrast to their visible wavelength re-
flectance, should provide sufficient infor-
mation to identify the substantial pres-
ence of lichens in vegetation communities
with spectral measurements. Together
with their pervasive growth in open t)oreal
woodlands today, the spectral reflectance
patterns of these lichens will enable accu-
rate monitoring of the Ix)real forest
hmdra vegetation gradient and detection
of its vigor and movement in the future.
However, most current satellile obsen'in_
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_y_teuL_ arc mR _uited for _u_'h re_varch
l)eca_L_v the _pectral bands otlserve_l (h)
not int:hule the m.'ar ultra,,iolct and hhu:
spectral regions necessary to identify the
do,umant Cl.dim.'. Future _c.lso_s, such
as the, llii{[S and MODIS itlstrnumnts
pt-oposed for the EOS tEar_h OI)s,:rviug
System). may remove this limitatiol_ if the
appropriate spectral and ladi_mmtric con-
figm'ation is implemented (NASA. 1,q86).
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AHSTRAC_
Detailed vegetation surveys of two slopes of opposing aspect across the
boreal forest-_ ecotone of central Quebec-Labrador r_lealed the
existence of four distinct exposure habitats which affect lic/nen
distributions. However, lichen growth was not related to edaphic factors,
such as soil pH, moisture, and organic content on these slopes. Cetraria
nivalis, Alectoria ochrDleuca and Cetraria nigricans reached their maximum
density in the most exposed habitat of minimal shrub growth, while Cladina
rangiferina was more _ in the more protected environs of the
woodland. Cladina stellaris %ms ubiquitous and a generalist in habitat
prefere_noe. The moderately exposed lichen shrub - lichen woodland exhibited
the greatest species diversity. _he data further indicate that slope aspect
is a significant factor in determlr/ng vegetation growth patterns. Ccmpres-
sion of habitats was observed upon contrasting a NNE-facing slope with a SW-
facing slope.
Nomenclature follc_s R.S. Egan 1987. A fifth checklist of the lichen
forming, lichenicolous, and allied fungi of the continental United States
and Canada. Bryologist 90: 77-173, for lichens; H.A. rum, W.C. Steere &
L.E. And_n 1973. A new list of mosses of North America north of Mexico.
Bryologist 76: 85-130, for mosses. The herbarium of the McGill University
Subarctic Reseammh Station, Schefferville, Quebec,
vascular plant identification.
Canada was consulted for
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The preeminent role of climate in the natural distribution of vegetation
is a funcLamental principle of phytogeography. This principle has served as
the basis for the development of climatic-vegetation classifications such as
those of Koppen, Thornthwaite, and Holdridge (Tuhkanen 1980). Koppen (1900)
suggested that plants may serve as meteorological instruments, representing
an integration of several climatic elements. Due to the regularity of the
ridge and valley topography of the Lab_dor Trough, a topogz-aphically induced
vegetation gradient characterizes most of the slopes of the region.
Vegetation-climate interactions at this latitude result in the development
of arctic tundra at its sou_lerrmK)st extent in the northern hemis_
(Ahti 1977; AleksazKirova 1980).
The significance of such a tmpogz-aphically induced veqetation gradient
must not be underestimated. Indeed, the _ change in vegetation, frc_
flora typical of boreal forest to that of the tundra, along a relatively
small ground distance, such as 400-600 m _, may be regarded as
analogous to a much longer, latitudinal vegetation gradient. This
altitudinal change c0rrespcrds to the change in vegetation which occurs
between 51" N and 64" N: spruce forest typical of the sc_:her_ boreal
forest near Sept-Iles, Qu_/_c, grades into vegetation typical of the middle
belt of the subarctic tlaldr_, as found cn South Baffin Island (AI_,
1980). The existence of the small scale latitudinal vegmtation gradient is
well-docume2fced (e.g., K6ppen 1900, 1936; Thornthwmite 1931, 1948; Holdridge
1947, 1966; and for Quebec-Labrador, Hare 1950; Hustich 1939, 1979; Payette
1983; Rousseau, 1968). In contrast, detailed study of topographically-
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_, large scale vegetation gradients in the eastern Canadian subarctic
is lacking, althuugh such study would enable close scrutiny of the
interaction between the biotic and abiotic realms.
A transect frum valley bottom to adjacent ridgetop allows one to observe
the diminished stature and presence of boreal floristic elements until only
relict islands of spruce woodland or prostrate branches of krummholz birch
r_main in sca_ pockets, sheltered by micro-relief frcm harsh climatic
conditions. ConcuzTently, and in contrast, the presence and prevalence of
the non-vascular plant form, lichen, increases from valley bottom to
ridgetop. Tne dcminance of lichens is notable in that, to the human eye,
the most predominant species, Cladina stellaris (which has habitat affinities
ranging from open woods to tundra), appears very bright, and may be mistaken
for summertime snow in the subarctic landscape (for _le, Figure i).
Although C. stellaris is the most prevalent lichen in northern Quebec-
Labrador, its photographic brightness (Figure I) conceals the presence of a
variety of other lichens such as the gray Stereocaulon paschale (arctic-
boreal affinities); the dull gray Cladina rangiferina (arctic-temperate
affinities) ; the powdery straw-yellow Cetraria nivalis (arctic-alpine and
boreal affinities); the yellow-green Alectoria odlroleuca (arctic-alpine
affinities) ; and the black lichen, Cetl-aria nigricans (low arctic affinity).
Although other regions of the boreal forest-tundra ecotone may be character-
ized by other plant associations (e.g., moss, larch, willow), the greatest
interest here is in the unique domination of the light colored, terricolous
lichens. Support for such focus may be found in Aleksandrova (1980), as she
noted the prevalence of a well developed ground cuver of lichen in the
labrador province of the subarctic tundra.
/
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To understand the change in vegetation-type predominance from boreal to
_.F.i_tothermic species, an energy balance perspective may provide unique and
_-/:_ul insights into the definition of distinct exposure habitats. Such an
;..;4;roach would entail consideration of habitat preferences of dominant
] _,_hens by considering their tolerance of exposure to or protection frc_
_iar irradiance. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to define
6_/_ habitats which will provide greater understanding of the transition
b_:tween vascular and non-vascular (lichen) plant dQnination along the
vogetation gradient in the boreal forest-tundra ecotone.
SILK_ AREA AND RESEARfH MEn4gDS
The setting for the research is a geologically young and climatically
rigorous landscape near Schefferville, Quebec (54" 48' N, 66" 49' W). _he
region is situated in the Iabrador Trough of the Canadian Shield. The
landscape is characteristic of former glaciation, with gently rolling ridge
and valley topography, oriented northwest to southeast, and a prsdom_ of
glacial lakes. Deglaciation occurred about 6,000 years BP, and therefore
young, acidic and nutrient parer soils prevail. _be regional climate is
dmracterized by low monthly mean temperatures (-22.2 ° C in January, and
12.5" C in July), a three month growing season, and a mean annual
precipitation of 785 ram, of which al_ half falls as snow (Petzold 1982).
-I
winds are strong and persistent, averaging between 3.5 and 6.0 m sec
throughout the year, flowing predaminantly from the NW in every season;
there is no calm season. Rickgetops above 700 m in elevation are typically
underlain by discontinuous permafrost. Lichen-heath tundra is associated
/z
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with cold, exposed ridgetops while liche_n woodland dominates valley bottoms
(Petzold & Mulhern 1987).
U_on completion of a thorough investigation of potential study sites,
two transects were identified which represented a tz-ansition from a wooded
valley bottom to an adjacent lichen-heath tundra ridgetop. These researc/n
areas, studied during July of 1986 and 1987, were: Transect I, a 400 m
long, SW-facing slope along Boundary Ridge in labrador; and Transect II, a
600 m long, NNE-facing slope along Bourdary Ridge in Quebec. The transects
were approximately 30 ]_ WNW of the t_n eE S_heff_.ille, Quebec, in a
natn/l-al setting, undisturbed by fire and devoid of anthropogenic impacts.
The transects complement each other as they represent opposing aspects of the
same ridge and have mean slope inclinations of 12. i" and 12.4", respectively.
_he methods employed for site selection along the transects and in vege-
tation analysis are detailed by Petzold & Mulhern (1987). Simple survey
tec2u_ques identified data sample levels at every 5.0 m decrease in elevation
from the ridge crest such that there _ 15 sample levels along the SW tran-
sect and 21 along the NNE transect. Five throws of a wooden 1 x 1 m quadrat,
along the elevaticr_l ccrfcour, were used to define individual data sites at
each sample level. Using a quartered quadrat for scale, gmmald c_ver per-
centages were estimated, and the prese_K_, height and type of shrub/tree
shelter were noted.
Other vegetation data collected at the sites included mean podetial
diameters of Cladina stellaris (at the widest point of the podetium for 30
replicates per sample level); scar lengths on spruce tree trunks and the
average heights of birch (Betula glandulosa) and alder (Alnus crispa) shrubs,
j/
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which were used to as surrogate data to determine mean winter snow depths
(Scott et al. 1987; f3_ernov 1985).
Wind and solar irradi_ data were collected at one representative
site in each habitat. Casella _ters with 12.7 cm cups were placed at
heights of 50, I00 and 175 c:n above the surface of the lichen, moss and/or
herb layer. Wind speed data were collected at half hour intervals for four
to five days in each habitat. Frc_ these data, representative surface
roughness lengths, Zo, could be calculated following a pr_ discussed
by Sellers (1965). The value, Zo, is t/%e level above the surface where the
wind speed is theoretically reduced to zero by the to,hess or structure of
the surface. Solar irradiance was me_ in an open, ur_ location
near the study site (K+) and simultaneously at the level of the surface
vegetation (K _f) to determine depletion by the shrub and _ canopy
(I-K+f/K+). TWo recently calibrated Lintronic Dome Solarimeters, sensitive
to solar irradiance in the wavelength range, 0.3 to 3.5 _a_, %_ere %Ised to
collect these data at half-hourly intervals over a four to five day period
in each habitat type.
At each site a soil sample was extracted and placed in a sealed plastic
bag (15 x 20 cm). Soil depths rarely exceeded 3 am before rock was
encc_; however, deeper soils were eno_ in the valley w_ands.
In t/_ laboratory, fresh weight, oven-dried weight (oven temperature, I05"C)
baked weight (oven temperature, 500"C) of the soil samples w_re
determined, in accordanoe with p_ outlined in Hesse (1971), so that
soil moisture and organic content could be calculated.
Live lichen samples were collected from each site for the analysis of
relative water cuntent. The lichens were weighed three times to determine
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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their fresh, turgid, and oven-dried weights. Relative water content was then
calculated as discussed by Slatyer (1967).
To study _ty diversity along the transects, diversity indices or
weighted measures of species proportions were employed. Pielou (1975)
observed that community diversity is dependent upon both the number of
species present and the relative proportions of those species. Tnus, two
ratio techniques were employed to derive types of phytospectra which would
reflect both of these considerations. These ratios were:
RSC = Sxi/ZSxEi x 100% (i)
where RSC = relative surface cover of one surface cover type
Sxi = percent of surface cover "x" in habitat i
SXzi = percent of surface cover "x" in all habitats;
and PSC = Sxi/SZx i x 100% (2)
where PSC = proportional surface cover
S_x i = the sum of all surface covers in habitat i.
These ratios represent the proportions of species present at each sample
level belonging to each habitat as they were computed frcm mean values of
percent surface cover for each sample level for both traverses. Classifying
the results of equations (I) and (2) in conjunction with other vegetation
characteristics enabled the definition of distinct vegetation habitats along
these slopes.
V_ZEEATICN HABITAT [EFINITICN
BACYGROUND
Traditionally, vegetation habitats have been defined by the natural
r-
/
/
,/
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enviro_t which supports a certain a_sociation of flora. From the time of
Humboldt (1807), climatic conditions have been considered in the development
of habitat types. Hc_ever, it is usually a predefined vegetation unit or
_ty which is linked to certain general growth _nditions that are able
to support the vegetation (e.g., Hasse 1986; Table i). _ile the establi_h -
merit of such links are not inaccurate or inappropriate, w_ believe that a
consideration of surface vegetation's exposure to prevailing winds and solar
irradiance, the ultimate supplier of energy to the earth-atmosphere system,
may determ/ne a priori the development of certain vegetation types and
tendencies of species to form associations. It is evident that surface
utilization of available solar irradiance and exposure to wind will also
influe_nc_, either directly or indirectly, the following: sensible heat flux
to the air (thus air temperature); evapotranspiration (thus moisture content
of the vegetation and air above it) ; soil moisture; organic decomposition
rate; soil temperature (thus soil microfaunal activity); etc. Tnese
ccrditions together may determine the environment in which certain species
grow. However, such a simplistic view of the importance of exposure neglects
the influence of other preexisting conditions such as the underlying geology,
soil type and chemistry, and surface/subsurface drainage. Such edaphic
factors may be important locally. For example, a flat slope terrace will
capture sufficient soil moisture to allow the dense, luxuriant growth of a
birch thicket am_ low shrub tundra on adjacent steeper slopes. _nough
the gruwth of such a thicket is not _ by climate, its presence will
affect the distribution of solar irradiance at and the wind exposure of the
ground surface beneath. There, diminished fluxes of available solar
//
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irrndianc_ will influence the vegetation species capable of developing at
the ground level.
Alcng these slopes, lichens dominate the surface cover (54%) while
vascular plants cc_prise 27% of the surface and mosses, 15%. Exposed soil
and rock account for the remaining 4% of the surface cover; however, they
occur most frequently at the highest elevations due to the develo_m__nt of
stoney earth circles associated with underlying permafrost (Annersten 1964).
Furthermore, lichen covel decreases downslope as vascular plant
(particularly birch shrub) and moss growth _ (Petzold & Mulhern
1987). The definition of vegetation habitats along these transects which
cross the boreal forest-tundra ecoto;_ will focus on the prevalence of
terricolous lichens I in relationship to surface _ to wind and to
solar irradiance. Details of the vegetation distributions along these
transects is provided by Petzold & Mhtl/_rn (1987). The purpose here is to
delimit habitats by analyzing vegetation ctkzracteristics at each of the
sample levels along the two slope trarmects.
The abundance and size of birch shrubs were the primary diagnostic ele-
ments for the development of habitat definition. These characteristics of
birc_ shrubs %azre chosen because (i) they grow at all elevations along these
slopes and become more abundant downslepe; (2) their proportion of the
surface cover is inversely related to that of lichens (Petzold & Mu/hern,
1987) ; and (3) bixc_ shrub heights reflect maximum wintertime _ and
iCrustose saxicolous lichens are not reported. Exposed rock surfaces
cc_prise about 2% of the ground oover along these slopes and not all
rocks are lichen covered. Thus, saxicolous lichens constitute an
insignificant proportion of the vegetation in the region.
/
i
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thus indicate relative exposure to abrasive, dessicating, and cooling_ winds
(C_erncv 1985). The relationship between birch heights and elevation along
the opposing slopes is shown in Figure 2. Although scatter is caused by the
microrelief of a terraced landscape, the downslope increase in birch heights
is consistent along beth slopes. The calculated regression lines are plotted
to help visualize the individual relationships; however, corresponding equa-
tions and other statistics are meaningless, so they are not given. Not only
do birch heights increase downslope, but the girth, leaf density and number
of plants are also noticeably greater. This is the result of decreased
wind, greater protective snow depths, and warmer effective temperatures at
lower elevations.
HABITAT CATSGORIES
Four exposure habitats were c_arved along these slopes. The criteria
used for their definition are presented in Table 1. The most exposed
habitats were found at the highest elevations of the ridge, including the
crest; howt_er, they _ not limited to those elevations. Habitats which
afforded least protection for tb_ surface vegetation had such sparse shrub
growth that it was nut evident on the landscape as shown in Figure 3. The
few shrubs here _ere very low growing or prostrate and had relatively few
leaves. Such conditions are typical of the circumpolar low arctic. The
correspondence of the exposed habitats with the ridg_ is the direct
result of strong, prevailing NW winds blowing the crests free of a protective
_er. Shrubs protrudir_ above the scant upland _er would be
exposed to cold, drying air and would have their growth buds pruned by wind
abrasion, thus producing the observed birch growth characteristics. The
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pattern of snow cover also determines the distribution of plant communities
through its effects on soil moisture and the disposition of solar irradianc_
(Webber 1974). P_[dgetopsin this region with no or minimal snowcover and
elevation_ a_3ve 700 m are usually underlain by permafrost, thus assuring
cold soil temperatures throughout the year. It appears then, that e_
habitats will be cooler, drier, windier and will have greater solar receipts
year round. %_lis is corroborated by the low surface roughness length and
lack of irradiance depletion associated with this habitat (see Table 2, data
columns 4 ar_ 5). %_nese data indicate that the total flux of solar radiation
is available to the surface vegetation, and turbulent eddies, which are
responsible for sensible heat, water vapor and mamentum ex_es between
the surface and overlying a_, come closer to approaching the surface
vegetation than in any other habitat. On the north-northeast-facing slope,
the exposed habitat may be found farther downslope (as noted by the larger
sample level numbers) than on the southwest-facing slope,
A short di_ downslope, moderately exposed habitats were observed.
Noticeably denser, taller birch growth characterized this habitat, although
pale colored lichens ccmm_n to the exposed tundra continue to dcminate the
surface vegetation, q_e surface is still exposed, but the birch shrub cover
increases frQm 5 to 15 percent with an average height of about 0.5 m (see
Figure 4). In response, the calculated surface roughness length increases
and 12 percent of incident solar irz-ddiance was attenuated by the birch
shrubs as noted in Table 2. The vegetation typical of these moderately
exposed conditions is described by Bliss (1981) as low shrub tundra of the
low arctic.
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In moderately protected habitats, the introduction of trees to the land-
scape indicates a noticeable visual change in the vegetation (Figure 5) as
well as a substantial increase in surface protection. In addition to sparse
tree grc_th, birch shrut_ continued to increase in size and density,
approaching 1 m in height and 20%surface cover. _he increased density of
the tree and shrub canopy produced a dramatic, almost threefold increase in
both the surface roughness and irradiance depletion (Table 2). With
turbulent eddies unable to approach the surface, evaporation from the surface
vegetation is reduced, so the vegetation (and the soil beneath) remains
moist and shaded. These conditions provide moderate protection for the low
grc_ing surface vegetation (see Table I). Pale colored reindeer lichens
still camprise a substantial portion of the surface (30-45%) and remain
visually distinct. Total lichen cover, _er, decreased substantially
from that of either of the exposed habitats. This habitat is associated
with the northern boundary of the boreal forest, approaching the tree line,
and is often termed open lichen woodland or forest tundra (Bliss 1981;
Payette 1983).
The most protected habitats (Figure 6) consist of dense shrub growth
which may or may not be associated with spruce woodland. _bere were rela-
tively few _ of this habitat along the transects, where they were
found on flat terraces along the lower levels of the slopes. The terraces
interrupted surface and subsurface drainage which prock_zed increased Soil
moisture and dense vascular plant grawth. The synergistic effect of such
verdant plant growth also helps maintain high levels of soil moisture. This
results frcm the 150% _ in surface r_ughness produced along the
gradient between the moderately prutected and protected habitats. Such
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conditions are detrimental to the growth of many lichens, sinc_ abundant
moisture may cause rapid food consumption by the fungal component with
cannabalization of the algal component (Hale 1985). In this habitat, licl%_n
is minimal. Low surface light levels (solar i_adiance depletion
approaches 50 percent at ground level) also may prohibit lichen growth (_-e
Table 2). Only Nephrcma arcticum, a hygrophilous, foliose lichen, grc_ well
over moist hummocks and moss, beneath _ and dense shrubs. The step-like
topcqraphy of the terraces also induces snow drifting (in late June, 1986
and early July, 1987 several deep, extensive snow patches were present on
the terraces of the NNE-facing slope). Such deep snow would protect the
shrubs from bud abrasion, allowing them to attain dense growth in excess of
1 m in height.
SURFA(_ _ PREDDM]_CE IN D_ EXPOSURE HABITATS
GENERAL TRENDS
The proportional surface cover data (Tables 3 and 4) for the fc_r
general surface cover types (lichen, moss, vascular plants, soil/rock),
reveal distinct variations in surface cover preduminano_ based on habitat
exposure. Along the _-facing slope, lichens dc_inate in exposed and
moderately exposed habitats, moss cuver peaks in the moderately protected
habitat, vascular plants prevail in the protecTx_ habitat, while exposed
soil and rock are _ only in the exposed and moderately exposed
habitats. The north-northeast-facing slope exhibits similar habitat exposure
related predcmdnances; hc%_ver, the trends are more pronounced among the
surface cc_ers, with the exception of mess cover. For example, thex_ is a
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st£eper gradient in total lichen cover from the moderately exposed to the
moderately protected habitats. Further _le of the more pronounced
gradation in surface cover is evinced by vascular plant and exposed soil/rock
cover. Vascular plant cover increases substantially in the protected habitat
(e.g., as demonstrated by the relative surface cover of B. glandulosa in
Figure 7f), while exposed soil/rock cover decreases rapidly from the exposed
to the moderately exposed habitats. Although moss is prevalent in the
moderately protected and protected habitats Qn the north-northeasterly
transect, this exposure preference is m_ch more apparent on the southwest-
facing slope.
OF _ SPECIES
The most habitat specific lichens (A. ochroleuca, C. nigricans, and C.
nivalis) are most abundant in the most exposed conditions, as illustrated in
the plots of relative surface cover in Figure 7 a, b, c. Tne less common N.
arcticum is also habitat specific to protected habitats along these slopes.
Members of the first three species are a major crmponent of surface
vegetation and form an integrated lichen mat together with C. stellaris on
the open tundra. _he _evelopment of sud_ a hamogeneous mat leads to the
appearance of uniform brightness, as seen in Figure 3. In this habitat, the
most notable deviation in surface brightness oocurs as a result of the
sporadic presence of stoney circles which are often bordered by the black
lichen, C. nigricans, and scattered vascular plants.
Several vascular plants grow in or next to the lichen mat, but their
oocurence is scattered. They include prostrate branches of B. glandulosa,
as wall as icw-glr_ing heaths such as Empe_ nigrum (black _),
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_phylos adpina (alpine bearberry), Phyllodoce caerulea (mouu_tain
heath), and Vaccinium vitis-idaea var. minus (mountain cranberry).
Occasionally small tufts of Diapensia lapponica and individual plants of
Rubus chamnemorus (cloudberry) may be found. Lycopodium annotinum vat.
pungens (bristly clubmoss) is scattered amongst lichens or under birch
shrubs. Bryophytes are uncommon in this habitat due to the low availability
of moisture; h_ever, Racc_itrium lanuginosum may grow near stoney earth
circles or rock outcrops. Knmmholz spruce were virtually absent from this
habitat.
A similar mixed lichen mat dominates the moderately exposed habitat, but
with the noted absence of C. nigricans, which is able to grow only in the
most exposed envixonments at this latitude. Vascular species were also the
same as those found in the exposed habitat, with increased growth of B.
glandulosa. The other noticeable characteristic of this habitat is the
development of moss hunm_.ks within the lichen-heath. These so-called "dry
hunm_cks" are comprised primarily of Dicram_ elongatum and infrequently
Polytrichum juniperinum (Dunnett 1969), and are responsible for the increase
in moss cover in this habitat.
Although the proportia_al surface cover of lichens decreases
considerably from that of the exposed habitat categories, the moderately
protected woodland habitat exhibits the greatest diversity of both lichen
and vascular plant species. _ is due to the existence of exposed, lichen-
dc_inated patches between spruoe trees, at one _, while the trees
provide a protected env_ for the vegetation growing beneath them, at
the other extreme. Thus, a wide range of microenv_ts ocmprise this
habitat.
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The habitat specific arctic lichens cannot compete suoc_sfully in the
shaded enviro_t provided by the spruce woodland and _ birch
growth, thus they are absent fr_n the moderately protected habitat. The
lichen ground cover of the wood/and floor is compri___d of large areas of a
single species, usually C. stellaris (e.g., see Figure 7d) and less
frequently, C. mitis, C. rang$ferina, and S. paschale. The latter is most
common in mi_epressions, small drainage gullies, and on slopes covered by
late-melting snowpacks. It is our impression that the distribution of S.
paschale in the region is _derrepresented in the data of Tables 3 and 4; it
is more plentiful in areas adjacent to our transects. C. rangiferina reaches
its greatest relative surface oover in this habitat, as shown in Figure 7e.
It is most plentiful near the edge of spruce tree and birch shrub b_es
such that it receives moderate fluxes of solar z-adiation. Exposure to
extremes of solar irradiance limits its _.
Surface shading provided by the trees and denser birch growth allcm_s
mosses ccmmmm to moist surfaces to grow in the protected habitats; Sphagnum
species and P. juniperinum are the most prevalent.
In the most protected habitat, birch and alder thickets growing among
scattered spruce trees dominated the surface vegetation. Fewer lichen
species are able to grow well on the typically moist surface beneath such
dense vegetation. This habitat exhibits the smallest diversity of
vegetation. The _ bry_ytes are the same as those first detected in
the moderately prutectsd habitat.
/
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MI_ _EIATIGN_nUPS
To elucidate the significance of exposure, several soil and vegetation
characteristics were also analyzed, including C. stellarJs podetial
diameters, B. glardulosa heights, C. stellaris relative water content, and
soil moisture, organic content, and pH. Tnese data were utilized to
determir_ the mi_ironme_t within the defined exposure habitats. The
edaphic data (Table 5) iIKiicate no apparent _ in comparison of habitat
exposure extremes: pH is generally consistent, but shows a slight decrease
with surface protection, downslope (a similar weak trend was also found by
Moore (1987, pex_onal communication), who suggested that it was due possibly
to lower productivity of the tundra), while soil organic content and moisture
fluctuate without indication of any pattern. These results counter evidence
provided by Rouse & Fershaw (1973) that soil moisture and organic content
contribute to the formation of a vegetation gradient. In contrast, our
results further support the idea that exposure of surface vegetation to
climatic elements is most important for _ the transition between
boreal forest and tundra plant communities in the eastern Canadian subarctic.
The habitat dm3racteristics of Table 2 are rslated to the microclimate
and _ characteristics of surface vegetation. C. stellaris podetial
diameters increase as surface protection _, and are generally larger
on the sou_t-facing slope. Birch heights also indicate similar
tendencies, in that they _ to greater heights on the southwesterly
transect and their heights increase from the exposed to the protected
habitats. Notably, the podetial size of C. stellaris is directly related to
the height and protection afforded by B° glandulosa, as illustrated in
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Figl]re 8. _ the height of B. glanJulosa increase_s, protection of surface
lichens from rapid thallus dehydration increases tY_ough diminished wind
speed (as evidenced by the greater roughness lengths shown in Table 2) and
less exposure to solar irradiance. Under more exposed upslope conditions
lichens minimize their evaporative surface area, so podetial diame_
decrease and individual podetia protrude less above the lichen mat. THUS,
it appears that C. stellaris demonstrates phenotypic plasticity in different
microenvironments. These results agree with those of Kershaw & Rouse (1971),
in that pcdetial diameters were smaller when C. stellaris grew in xeric,
exposed habi_ts.
The relative water content of C. stellaris also reflects the influence
of protection from dessication which a shrub layer provides. On both slopes
the relative water content of C. stellaris is lowest in the exposed habitat
of the ridgetop. In the more protected habitats dcwnslope, relative water
contents are consistently higher, although there is no trend toward the most
protected environment. These results contrast F_x_haw's (1975) conclusion
that C. stellaris on ridgetops held more water than the valley bottom
phenotype. Imwer relative water contents on the southwest-facing slope
indicate the _ of higher evaporative stress due to greater intensity
of solar radiation and receipt of the prevailing northwesterly winds.
CONCLUSIONS
Habitat exposure induces significant mi_ironmental variations with
which the vegetation must interact. The vegetation patterns along these
slopes indicate that hekistot_h_c species dominate the exposed habitats,
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while boreal species are limited to the protected _bitats. On these slopes,
the equivalent of the latitudinal boreal forest-tundra ecotone is apparent,
as a substantial change in lichen dc_inance occurs between the moderately
exposed and moderately protected habitats.
The protection provided by winter snow (as represented by birch _nrub
heights) further ameliorates the subarctic winter climate in the protected
habitats, iarson & Kershaw (1975) have noted that snow depths greater than
20 cm effectively diminish snow-air interface temperatures. For those
species capable of tolerating the dessicating winds and cold temperatures of
an exposed envirorm__nt, such as lichens and heaths, ridge _ts blown free
of snow would provide a longer effective _ing season.
By studying the mi_ironment within these habitats, one begins to
understand the significant role which energy exchange between biotic and
abiotic realms plays in the development of the natural distribution and
morphology of vegetation. This is corrok_rated by the variations of both
surface roughness and solar irradiance depletion by habitat. Larson and
Kershaw (1976) have called attention to the significance of energy exchange
at the plant level by studying surface area to weight ratios, thallus shape,
and degree of clumping of thalli for Alectoria nitidula, A. ochroleuca,
Cetraria nivalis, and Cladina stellaris. They found that A. nitidula, A.
_leuca, and C. nivalis had relatively lower resistances to evaporation,
in contrast to that of C. stellaris. Species with low resistances were
those which are known to thrive in xeric env_ts. This corroborates
our results which show their prevalence in sun and wind exposed habitats
which are generally snow-free. Larson & Kershaw (1976) also noted that
single thallus occurrences of C. stellaris are found where the lower branches
of _,l_ac.
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of .,_ate
erF4 _ _OF..
ste: la_
the imp.
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_nt spruce trees provide an additional boundary layer. We also
single thallus forms of C. stellaris in protected habitats, where
_portional surface cover is least. Furthermore, the podetial
of the single thallus forms of C. stellaris were largest in the
! habitats. This increases surface roughness which lowers resistance
_tion (Larson & Kershaw 1976). Generally in exposed habitats,
rith smoother surfaces exhibit greater resistance to the diffusion
vapor into the atm_ere and have adapted to the dessicating
znt in which they dominate. ,T_us, mQr_logical variation of C.
_, reflected in its podetial size and surface roughness, illustrates
_cance of studying the errv_ biophysics of plant species and
ies to understand the natural distribution of vegetation.
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Table 3. Proportional surface cover (%) by habitat - SW-facing slope tl-ansect.
Moderately Moderately
,surface _ _ Protecte_ Protected
Cover Habitat Habitat Habitat _bitat
i. Lichens
Alectoria ochroleuca
Cetraria nigricans
Cetraria nivalis
Cladonia ama_ea
Cladonia cristatella
Cladonia uncialis
Cladonia sp.
Cladina mitis
Cladina rangiferina
Cladina stellaris
Ne_lr_]_a arr:t/cum
S_ulcn pasdmle
5 1 -- --
8 1 -- --
+ 1 1 --
1 ' 1 1 --
3 1
1 4 + 1
+ i0 1
1 6 7 20
53 _58 38 27
__ + +
TOTAL* LICHEN COVER 71 75 59 48
2. V_ar plants
Alnus crispa -- -- + Z
Betula glandulcsa 3 6 9 27
Carex sp. i + 3 2
_rd._ 8 3 1 2
iedum _ .'cure -- --
.
Vascular sp., other 2c"
TOTAL*VAS(XIIARCOVER 17 13 16 32
3. Mosses 1d" 6e" 24 f" 19 f"
N(71_S: + trace oc_urrmnce; less than 0.5% averaqe surface cover.
* subtotals may not equal the sum of cumponents due to round-off
a. Only includes branch _ with/n study quadrats; tree densities ware 10-18%
b_ed on 900 m2 muvels.
b. primarily _,los alpina, Sallx uva-ursi, Vaccinium vitis-idaea var.
minus, and _um annotinumvat. pungens.
c. primarily of the family Poaceae, Comus canadensis, V. uliginosum var.
alpinum, and L. annut/mm.
d. primarily Raccmitri_m lar_ginost_.
e. primarily R. lanuginceum, Dicram_ elcr_atum, Ptilidium ciliare.
f. primarily Sphagnum spp., Polytrlchum juniperinum.
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Table 4. Proportional surface cover (%) by habitat - NNE-facing slope transect.
Moderately Moderately
Surface Dgx_ed Exposed _Totected Protected
Cover Habitat Habitat Habitat Habitat
1. _ichens
Alectoria oc/hroleuca
Cetraria nigricans
Cetraria nivalis
Cladonia amaurocraea
Cladonia cristatella
Cladonia uncialis
Cladonia sp.
Cladina mitis
Cladina rangiferina
Cladina stellaris
Ne_ arcticum
Stereocaulon paschale
18 i0 -- --
_ _
7 2 + m
+ 1 + --
-- + + --
i
-- + 1 --
-- + i +
3 9 13 4
34 43 17 1
__ -- + +
+ 1 3 1
TOTAL* LICHEN COV_ 65 66 35 7
2. Vascular plants
Betula glandulosa
Carex sp.
_ nigrum
Picea marlana
Vascular sp., other
-- -- 2 +
3 13 17 57
1 2 3 . 2
4 4 9 ii
1 + 4 --
Io Io
TOTAI,* _C0VER 14 21 38 72
3. Mosses i0 d" 12e" 26f" 22f"
4. Exposed soil/rock ii 1 +
NOTES: + trace _; less than 0.5% average surface cover.
* subtutals may not equal the sum of components due to round-off
error.
a. Only includes branc_ tips within study quadrats; tree densities were I0-
18% based cn 900 m2 8uz'veys.
b. primarily Arctostaphylos alpina, Salix uva-ursi, Vaccinium vitis-idaea
var. minus and __ _ vat. pungens..
c. primarily of the family Poaceae, Comus canadensis, V. uliginosum var.
alpim_m, and L. annutinum.
d. primarily Racumltri_ lamginosum.
e. primarily R. lar_gincsum, Dicram_ elongatum, Ptilidium ciliare
f. primarily Sphagnum spp., Polytrichum juniperinum.
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Table 5. Eda_hic characteristics (meanvalues per habitat)
HABITAT
_W Slope
Number of pH Organic Content
S ites Sampled* (%)
Exposed 3 4.3 47
Mod. Exposed 4 4.2 23
Mod. Protected 6 4.2 14
Protected 2 3.9 20
Soil Moisture
(%)
240
158
120
244
NNE Slope
Expos_
F_d. Exposed
Mod. Protected
6 4.3 32
5 4.2 29
7 4.2 ' 35
3 4.2 27
131
108
149
115
*Five replicates were taken at each sample site.
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Figure 6.
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Figure 8.
Aerial photo of open lichen woodland in south_ labrador,
taken at a height of approximately 1630 m above ground level.
The dark vegetation is spruce trees (typically Picea mariana)
and the light colored surface is lichen, predcminantly Cladina
stellaris.
The relationship between birch shrub heights and elevation along
opposing slopes of the same ridge.
Vegetation cover of the exposed habitat at the ridgetop. The
typical surface cover is cc_prised of lichem.-h_%th tundra and
exposed soils of stoney earth circles.
L_ shrub ttuxlra of the moderately exposed habitat. Note the
appearance of sparse birch shrub growth.
Open lichen woodland of the moderately protected habitats.
Widely spaced black spruce and birch shrubs provide a range of
exposures to wind and solar irradiance for the surface
vegetation of lichens and mosses.
Dense blrc_ and alder shrub growth of the most protected
habitat. The leaf canopy intercepts a large en_ proportion
of solar irradianoe; few lichens are able to grt_ on the ground.
Mean relative surface coverage (calculated by Equation 5) of a.
Alectoria cd%roleuca, b. Cetraria nigricans, c. Cetraria
nivalis, d. Cladina stellaris, e. Cladina rar_iferina, and f.
Betula glandulosa in each habitat.
The relationship _ mean birch shrub heights and C.
stellaris podetial diameters for all vegetation habitats and
slope aspects.
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